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Distance teaching and the use of openly available educational resources on the Web are becoming common practices at public higher education institutions as well as private training organisations. In addition, informal learning and knowledge exchange are inherent to our daily online interactions, such as searching the Web [1], and using learning and knowledge-centric social networks, such as Bibsonomy, Slideshare, Wikipedia and Videolecyles, or general-purpose social environments such as LinkedIn, where matters related to skills, competence development or training are central concerns of involved stakeholders. These interactions generate a vast amount of data, about informal knowledge resources of varying granularity as well as user activities, including informal indicators for learning and competences.

At the same time, the prevalence of entity-centric Web data, facilitated through Open Data, Knowledge Graphs or Linked Data [2], as well as the more recent widespread adoption of embedded annotations through schema.org, Microdata and RDFa has led to the availability of vast amounts of semi-structured data which facilitates interpretation and reuse of Web content and data in learning scenarios [3].

Initiatives such as LinkedUp or the more recent AFEL project¹ have already made available collections of learning-related data, covering both user activity and resource-centric information. The widespread analysis of both informal and formal learning activities and resources has the potential to fundamentally aid and transform the production, recommendation and consumption of learning services and content. Typical scenarios include the use of machine learning for automatically classifying learning performance, competences or user knowledge, by learning from the vast amounts of available data or, to exploit resource-centric data and knowledge graphs to automatically generate learning resources or assessment items.

However, interpreting learning activities and online interactions requires a highly interdisciplinary skillset, including knowledge about learning theory, psychology and sociology, but also technical means to enable data analysis in large-scale heterogeneous data. Building on the success of several editions, LILE2018 addresses such challenges by providing a forum for researchers and practitioners who make innovative use of Web data for educational purposes, spanning areas such as learning analytics, Web mining, data and Web science, psychology and the social sciences.

After extensive peer review (each submission was reviewed by at least three independent reviewers) we have been able to select six papers for presentation in the program. LILE2018 also featured two keynotes, addressing learning-related topics from both technical as well social sciences perspectives.

The workshop would not have been possible without contributions of many people and institutions. We are very thankful to the organizers of the ACM Web Science 2018 conference for providing us with the opportunity to organize the workshop, for their excellent collaboration, and for looking after many logistic issues. We are also very grateful to the members of the program committee for their commitment in reviewing the papers and assuring the good quality of the

¹ http://afel-project.eu
workshop program. We also thank all authors and most importantly, our keynote speakers John Domingue (The Open University, UK) and Inge Molenaar (Radboud University, NL) for their invaluable contributions to the workshop. Finally, great appreciation goes to our sponsors GNOSS\(^2\) and AFEL for their support.
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ABSTRACT
In this study we examined the sentimental and psychological content in Wikipedia articles’ lead sections; and studied how this content was related to the articles’ descriptive measures. First, two text analysis tools were used to determine positive and negative content, which were both positively related to the article measures. A closer examination found that particularly psychological drive states (topics of achievement, reward, risk, affiliation, and power) and affective processes (positive and negative emotion) were the most related to measures like article length and number of links. These findings suggest that descriptive article characteristics are associated with the sentimental and psychological content of the lead section.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wikipedia content represents contemporary life by reflecting the knowledge creation and consumption of the public [15]. Considering the active role of editors in the knowledge construction process, it is important to understand what motivates them to contribute to the article content. Previous studies that assessed Wikipedia articles’ content have mostly utilized computer science and data science concepts. In this study we take a psychological perspective and examine whether the descriptive features of an article, such as length, number of links, number of sections, and number of images, are related to the sentiment and psychological content of this article’s lead section.

The lead section of a Wikipedia article is the introduction and summary of the presented topic, and thus is the most representative section. Among the few studies that focused on lead sections, Wagner and colleagues [18] demonstrated that these sections can be used to better understand societal dynamics of Wikipedia. We examined the content characteristics of lead sections on two levels; (1) from a broader point of view, by assessing the positive and negative sentiment; and (2) from a more specific exploration based on the underlying psychological processes. Our aim was to understand how the descriptive measures of articles were related to these sentimental and psychological variables.

1.1 Positive and negative sentiment of content
People tend to define their experiences based on positive and negative emotional dimensions [2]. Mixed emotion theories suggest that positive and negative emotions affect human behavior by being simultaneously activated whereas dimensional models posit opposing ends for positive-negative emotions. In this study, we aimed to understand how these emotional aspects are reflected in the content of Wikipedia lead sections and related to article features. In order to gauge the positive and negative orientation of the words in a systematic way, we took up a sentiment analysis approach.

Sentiment analysis refers to the field that uses methods of natural language processing to automatically identify the polarity of a text – whether the text has a positive or negative orientation – in order to analyze people’s opinions and attitudes toward certain entities and topics [10]. Hu and Liu [8], for instance, identified opinion words and developed a dictionary by adopting an approach that associated positive words with desirable states and negative words with undesirable states. In our study we employed a similar semantic approach in the operationalization of Wikipedia content: positive content in reference to desirable and joyful experiences, and negative content in reference to undesirable experiences, such as conflicts and controversies.

Although a major line of research highlights the role of negative content (e.g., controversies) in online environments, there is also evidence that positive content (e.g., inspiring texts) prompts interest, whereby both types may lead to larger communities with longer and richer content [1]. Former
empirical studies on the effects of positive and negative content on Wikipedia activities also found rather mixed results. Wikipedia editors were reported as adopting a positive attitude and expressing positive emotions [9]. However, negative Wikipedia content that includes, for instance, controversial topics prompt more interest and receive more edits [20, 21]. These ambiguous results make it worthwhile to scrutinize the issue of positive and negative content and article creation in Wikipedia.

1.2 Content based on psychological processes

Words people use provide insights into their psychological experiences [13]. Although Wikipedia ensures objectivity and neutral perspectives, editors’ characteristics and psychological experiences are still reflected in the articles’ content. Previous studies showed that emotional and psychological responses may spill over to certain types of articles, for instance, in the forms of anger- and sadness-related or group-biased content [7, 11].

In order to examine the psychologically relevant content in the Wikipedia articles, we utilized the framework of Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) text analysis approach, which was specially developed for the purpose of identifying psychological processes in texts [13]. LIWC offers a rich variety of content dimensions that provides solid analysis options for psychological processes behind concepts such as thinking style, social relationships, and group processes (for a detailed overview see [17]). The psychological dimensions of LIWC have been successfully applied to Wikipedia articles. Several studies revealed the dynamics behind specific content, such as disasters and terrorist attacks, and their relation to Wikipedia activities [6, 7]. We followed a similar research idea with the aim of associating LIWC’s psychological framework with the Wikipedia articles’ descriptive measures. Yet, our study goes one step further and focuses on all of the psychological content instead of specific topics.

1.3 Article measures

We aggregated four different measures that are simple yet robust metrics of Wikipedia articles: article length, number of links, number of sections, and number of images. We assume that these simple metrics may characterize the nature of an article and provide information on how elaborate and comprehensive an article is [3, 19, 22].

We brought these article measures together under a single metric and related it to the Wikipedia lead sections. Considering that the process of content creation is realized through producing and/or changing text along with other features, such as images and links, we expected a certain type of relationship between content characteristics and articles’ measures.

Specifically, we asked the following research questions to understand the sentiment and psychological characteristics of the lead sections and comprehend how they were associated with the measures of an article as a whole:

RQ1: Does positive and negative content differ in the Wikipedia lead sections?
RQ2: To what extent is positive and negative content in Wikipedia lead sections related to the article measures?
RQ3: To what extent are different kinds of content based on psychological processes related to the article measures?

2 METHODS

2.1 Dataset

A dataset with a sample of 63,289 articles was randomly extracted from the society portal of the English language version of Wikipedia (June 2017). The dataset contained lead sections of Wikipedia articles and article measures including article length in characters, number of links, number of sections, and number of images.

2.2 Article metric

In order to create a single metric representing article measures, a factor analysis was applied to combine the aforementioned four article measures, article length, number of links, number of sections, and number of images. Parallel analysis suggested that the number of components was 1, with length being the most representative measure (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Plot for the factor analysis of the article metric](image)

2.3 Textual analysis

Lead sections of Wikipedia articles were analyzed via two lexicon-based analyzers.

2.3.1 The Hu and Liu approach. This method measures the number of positive and negative words by comparing each word in the text to a list of English positive and negative words [8]. We used this approach in Step 1 to identify the number of positive and negative words in the lead sections.

2.3.2 LIWC2015. LIWC2015 is a software application that provides percentages for every category by comparing each word in the given text with its own dictionary [12]. LIWC2015 was utilized in Step 1 to identify the percentage of positive and negative words in the lead sections. In Step 2, seven main and
seven sub-categories of LIWC psychological constructs were taken into account.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Step 1 – Positivity and negativity of the lead sections

We first measured and compared the positivity and negativity in the lead sections (RQ1). Number of positive words (M = 2.41, SD = 4.53) and negative words (M = 1.55, SD = 3.65) differed from each other, t(126,580) = 37.293, p < 0.001. The percentage of positive words (M = 0.84, SD = 1.41) also outnumbered the percentage of negative words (M = 0.51, SD = 0.98), t(121,960) = 45.54, p < 0.001.

Next, we examined the relationships between article metric and positive and negative content of the lead sections (RQ2). Each content variable positively correlated with the article metric with p < 0.001 (see Table 1).

Table 1: Correlations for positive/negative content and the article metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of positive words*</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of negative words*</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of positive emotion</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of negative emotion</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. r: strength of the correlation. *Partial correlation analyses were implemented controlling for the number of total words.

These results suggest that Wikipedia lead sections contained more positive content. The article metric was related to both the number and percentage of positive and negative words. This is in line with the theories of co-activation that people may experience positive and negative emotional aspects in parallel rather than separately [2]. Positive content was, in general, better related with the article metric. This is supporting evidence for the “Pollyanna hypothesis” that points out a universal human tendency to use more positive words in communication [4].

3.2 Step 2 – Lead sections based on psychological processes

In Step 2, we extended the framework of Wikipedia content and article metric beyond positivity and negativity. Therefore, we implemented more detailed analysis with LIWC categories of psychological processes (RQ3). Seven main categories were significantly correlated with the article metric, correlation coefficients ranging from r = -0.01 to 0.32 with p < 0.001 (see Table 2).

In order to get a more parsimonious explanation on the data, we broke down the top two correlated categories, drives and affective processes, to their subcategories (see Table 3). Our model that included seven subcategories accounted for 17% of the variance in the article metric, R² = 0.17, F(1, 63281) = 1937, p < 0.001.

Table 2: Results of correlation analyses between LIWC main categories and article metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drives</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective processes</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social processes</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual processes</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive processes</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological processes</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativity</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. r: strength of the correlation.

With Step 2, we managed to demonstrate that psychological content existed in the lead sections such that all LIWC psychological categories were related to the article metric. Among those, sub-categories of drives (achievement, reward, power, affiliation, and risk) and affective processes (positive and negative emotion) were found to have significantly predicted the article metric. Precisely, when the lead sections included these content types, the articles got longer and contained more links, sections, and images.

4 CONCLUSION

This study provides an insight on the association between sentimental and psychological orientation of the Wikipedia lead sections and the articles’ basic measures in the Wikipedia community of the society portal. We found that this community is interested in both positive and negative content, though, by putting slightly more attention on positive content. The fact that drive and affective states were the most prominent psychological content shows that the community produces more article features related to challenging notions (achievements, rewards, power) that mainly direct people’s life outcomes [15] and emotional experiences [14].

Although the results are limited in terms of revealing small statistical values, our study still provides empirical support for the understanding of how the Wikipedia communities create articles in relation to lead sections’ content characteristics. Basing upon these findings, our next plan is to extend the investigation to the entire society portal of the English Wikipedia to get a full grasp on the community’s interests. We also plan to include different versions of the articles (e.g., from two different time points) to see whether we could draw inferences predicting article features based on content characteristics. Conducting such studies by adopting a psychological perspective could significantly contribute to Wikipedia research given its vital role in individual and collective knowledge processes [5].
Table 3: Correlations between the top correlated LIWC sub-categories and the article metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>LIWC examples</th>
<th>Article examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>win, success</td>
<td>Academy Award for Best Visual Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>prize, benefit</td>
<td>Pulitzer Prize for Breaking News Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>superior, bully</td>
<td>Child Soldiers International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>ally, friend</td>
<td>Social Democratic Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>danger, doubt</td>
<td>Economy of Suriname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive emotion</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>love, nice</td>
<td>Academy Award for Best Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative emotion</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>hurt, ugly</td>
<td>Battle of Cape St Vincent (1797)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: r: strength of the correlation. Article examples include a particularly high amount of words in the respective category.
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ABSTRACT
The incorporation of specific mobile applications in various disciplines can be very useful. However, the content of these applications may be subject to updates that the developer should perform manually. The use of linked data sources can be a possible solution to this problem, making the content of the applications dynamically updated. Nevertheless, the development of mobile applications capable of including these features is not trivial for a user who does not have adequate programming skills. In this paper, an extension for a mobile application authoring environment based on MIT App Inventor 2 is proposed. This tool provides users with a set of tools to query linked data sources. Finally, this tool will be evaluated by developing a mobile application that will query the database exposed by Wikidata. The aim of the application is to help with the learning of country flags.

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, according to Ditendra’s 2017 report [1], 66% of the world population has a smartphone. In addition, the use of mobile applications means 60% of the time spent in the digital world. Mobile applications are, hence, becoming increasingly important in people’s daily lives. In existing digital content repositories, such as Google Play Store or App Store, we can find mobile applications of many different topics: communication between people, entertainment, lifestyle control or device monitoring. Mobile applications have also emerged for different educational purposes: explanation of specific topics or concepts, student evaluation, laboratory experiments, collaborative resolution of exercises, language learning, etc.

In several works, [2], [3] and [4], the authors suggest the interest in expanding the availability of content in linked data format for analytical web science and so that it is available for external applications to use. On the other hand, the development of mobile applications that publish specific content depends on the availability and updating of this content. The use of linked data sources can be useful to automatically provide interesting and updated content in these applications. It also reduces the effort invested by the developer to keep content up-to-date and avoiding users to update the application on their mobile devices [5]. However, it is important to note the difficulty of querying the content of linked data sources for users who do not have in-depth programming skills. In this sense, it is essential to use environments that allows these users to make use of this type of technologies.

This work presents a set of extensions included in a mobile application development environment based on MIT App Inventor 2. This open-source platform, developed by Google and MIT, allows new users in programming to build applications for Android devices. The goal of this extensions is to facilitate the query of linked data sources from this environment and the generated mobile applications.

2 CONTEXT
2.1 Mobile application authoring tools
Authoring tools are computer applications that facilitate the creation, publication and management of multiple materials in digital format. These tools allow non-expert users to automate the software development processes. For example, with Google Forms, users who are not web developers can easily create web surveys to share and later collect data.

There are several authoring tools that use a visual language for creating applications, such as: Scratch1, MIT App Inventor2, Pocket Code3 or VEDILS4. On the other hand, there are other tools that use a textual language, such as: Microsoft Touch Develop5, Upplication6, GameSalad7 or Alice8.

The analyses conducted in [6] indicate that people without programming knowledge evaluate the structures provided by textual programming languages as unintuitive. Similarly, analyses conducted in [7] claims that people who have started programming using Scratch have a smaller learning curve when faced with programming languages with textual syntax such as C# or Java. Finally, it is important to note that block-based languages have been used successfully in multiple initiatives for the introduction of school-based programming, such as One Hour of Code9. The use of authoring tools that propose a visual syntax is more indicated for people without technical skills.

1https://scratch.mit.edu
2http://appinventor.mit.edu
3https://share.catrob.at/pocketcode/
4http://vedils.uca.es
5https://www.touchdevelop.com
6https://www.upplication.com
7http://gamesalad.com
8https://www.alice.org
9https://code.org/learn
2.2 Linked Open Data

The concept of Open Data can be defined as data that "anyone can freely access, use, modify, and share for any purpose" [9]. Furthermore, the combination of Web content with semantic descriptions creates an interconnected information structure known as Linked Data [8]. In this type of content, Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs) should be used not only to identify resources as web pages, but also real objects and abstract concepts. These URIs also allow us to retrieve information related to the referenced resource. On the other hand, a single model should be used for the description of resources: the Resource Description Framework (RDF) standard. In addition, the links between resources (RDF triples) must be defined [9]. Finally, this type of content allows its consultation using the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL).

However, these formats and languages to query these contents are not easy to learn for users who are not experts in programming.

2.3 Support of RDF queries from authoring tools

There are some works in the literature related to how to perform RDF queries from block-based environments. First, an extension built on top of MIT App Inventor 2 to issue linked data queries is presented in [10]. These RDF queries are configured in text format from the block editor. This feature allows expert users to define ad-hoc queries, however, users without technical skills may find it more difficult. Another related work is presented in [11]. This work has been also implemented on the basis of MIT App Inventor 2. In this case, the authors propose a feature to auto-complete terms depending on the data type of the selected property. The authors present a tool based on Blockly11 to make RDF queries using block editor at low level. Nevertheless, its usage by people without technical skills seems still challenging.

3 RDF QUERIES FROM BLOCK-BASED ENVIRONMENTS

VEDILS is an environment based on MIT App Inventor 2 to easily develop multimodal and interactive learning scenarios. The platform includes a view where the user can design the user interface (see Figure 1a) and a view (Blockly-based editor) where they can define the behavior of the elements included in the applications (see Figure 1b). VEDILS provides a set of additional features that can be integrated with those already provided by MIT App Inventor 2. Features such as augmented reality, virtual reality, gestural interaction and learning analytics, among others are available. Two specific components have been developed to support this research: ConceptExplorer and SemanticConcept. The purpose of the ConceptExplorer component is to retrieve all the existing concepts in an ontology, whereas SemanticConcept is intended to load the properties of a given resource. The most relevant features of the above components are described below:

- **ConceptExplorer features** (see Figure 2):
  - RetrieveAncestors: Returns the concepts that are ancestors of the selected concept. This function allows you to search for the hierarchical structure of the ontology. The RDF triple used to perform the query is: `<conceptURI> rdfs:subClassOf ?p`.
  - RetrieveDescendants: Like the above function, it returns the concepts that are descendants of the selected concept. The RDF triple used to perform the query is: `?p rdfs:subClassOf <conceptURI>`.
  - RetrieveInstances: Returns the list of instances belonging to the selected concept. The RDF triple used to perform the query is: `?p rdf:type <conceptURI>`.
  - RetrieveProperties: Returns the list of properties belonging to the selected concept. The RDF triple used to perform the query is: `?s a <conceptURI> ; ?p ?o`.

- **SemanticConcept features** (see Figure 3):
  - Identifier: Specifies the URI which identifies the instance of the concept in the ontology.
  - AvailableProperties: Obtains the list of existing properties in the selected instance of the concept. With this function, the developer can know the name of the existing properties in order to get their values. The RDF triple used to perform the query is: `?s a <conceptURI> ; ?p ?o`.
  - Load: Downloads the values of all the properties of the concept selected with its identifier from the RDF endpoint. The RDF triple used to perform the query is: `<identifier> ?p ?o`.
  - RetrieveProperty: Returns the value of a given property belonging to the loaded instance of the concept. The property will be selected through a drop-down menu that lists all existing properties. This function has multiple variants depending on the data type of the selected property. The selectable data types are: URIs, list of URIs, numbers, strings or list of strings.
  - RetrieveLinkedConcept: Returns the value of the selected property as a linked concept, that is, it returns its URI. The property will be selected through the drop-downs that show all the existing properties.

- **Common features**:
  - EndpointRDF: Specifies the URL of the SPARQL endpoint required for the components.
  - Classifier: Specifies the value of the classifier (or type) that must have the selected concept of the ontology.
  - PreferredLanguage: Specifies the first preferred language for returning labels of the existing concepts in the ontology.
  - SecondLanguage: Specifies the seconds preferred language for returning the labels of the existing concepts in the
ontology. The value selected in this property is only used if the first language is not available in the selected ontology.

Figure 1: Web interfaces of VEDILS for the creation of mobile applications
4 CASE STUDY

Wikidata is a free and open knowledge base that can be read and edited by both humans and machines. Wikidata acts as central storage for the structured data of its Wikimedia sister projects including Wikipedia, Wikivoyage, Wikisource, and others. The development of applications that issue queries to the Wikidata contents can be interesting because this content is updated and created by a large community.

In order to evaluate our proposal for facilitating the development of linked data apps, we have developed a mobile application using VEDILS that implements a game to boost the learning of country flags (see Figure 4). Because the information used in the application is obtained from Wikidata, we do not have to manually edit the list of countries nor download images of their flags. As a result, the development of this application was relatively straightforward. The developed application is available in Google Play Store for download.

4.1 Application features

The mobile application provides the following functions:

- Update the user profile: From the 'My profile' button, the user can enter your name and e-mail address. Once registered, it will be used in all sessions of the application.

---

12https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page


![Figure 2: Blocks and properties of ConceptExplorer component](image)

![Figure 3: Blocks and properties of SemanticConcept component](image)
• **Select the flag of the country**: The application will show the name of a country and we must select the corresponding flag. The selection will be made using the checkboxes shown next to each flag.

• **View the obtained score**: During the course of the game we can view the score obtained. Each time we correctly choose a flag, the application will add one point to our total score.

![Screenshot of the mobile application developed to guess the flags of the countries.](image)

**Figure 4:** Screenshot of the mobile application developed to guess the flags of the countries.

### 4.2 Application design

In order to develop the application, the following steps were defined in the app:

- **Configure Wikidata endpoint**: First, the value of the property "EndpointRDF" with the Wikidata SPARQL endpoint was defined. Subsequently, we selected the identifier of the concept "country" provided by Wikidata.

- **Select countries for each phase of the game** (see Figure 5a). To implement the functionality, the instances of the concept "country" must be selected in sets of four elements. To do this, we have used the 'RetrievePaginatedInstances' function of the ConceptExplorer component with a value of 4 for the limit parameter.

- **Select the flag concept related to the country concept** (see Figure 5b). To show the flag of each country we have used the "flag" linked concept associated to the Wikidata’s country concept. With this property we obtain the URL of each country’s flag image and then it is render using the Image component (included in the components of MIT App Inventor 2).

![Blocks to retrieve from Wikidata the countries in sets of 4](image)

(a) Blocks to retrieve from Wikidata the countries in sets of 4

![Blocks to load the flag of one of the countries](image)

(b) Blocks to load the flag of one of the countries

**Figure 5:** Blocks used for configuring the functionality of the mobile application to learn country flags

### 5 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a set of tools for the querying of linked data sources in a easy way. These tools have been included in a visual authoring environment of mobile applications, VEDILS, which is based on MIT App Inventor 2. The main objective of these tools is to enable novice users in programming to create mobile applications enhanced with data from linked data sources. The advantage of developing applications using this type of information is that mobile apps could automatically have the most up-to-date information reducing effort of the programmer.

A limitation of the presented extensions is that they only allow developers to perform read-only operations on linked data sources. As future work, we will extend the components presented in this work to support the SPARQL Update specification. As a result, in addition to access to the information of different linked data sources, it will be possible to update and insert data into the remote linked data sources from the mobile applications themselves. Furthermore, auto-completion of terms, as proposed in one of the related works, will be also included. This feature will make it easier for non-expert users to find the terms they need in a simpler way. Finally, the tools proposed will be evaluated with end users in order to assess their usefulness and improve them.
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ABSTRACT

Constructively dealing with societal problems requires a process of opinion formation that is preceded by a competent and diverse search of information. Alarming are thus, communicative processes that can increasingly be observed in social media. In particular, a tendency of drawing virtual circles around like-minded people seems to characterize users’ information behaviour and opinion formation dynamics, leading to separated viewpoints of communicative milieus, often referred to as echo chambers. This development raises concern about the public as a hub of diverse perspectives and also starts entering the agenda setting of educational innovation, which aims to prepare students for a more responsible information behaviour. In order to support such innovation, the goal of the present work is to complement prior research on echo chamber phenomena that has mainly made use of questionnaires to get to know the involved socio-cognitive variables and dynamics. By the example of two application scenarios, we showcase how an adapted social bookmarking system can be applied for a more direct observation technique that derives behavioural indices for variables of interest from log-file recordings. We believe that the observation of students’ information seeking behaviour will also inspire the design of teaching strategies, e-learning and learning analytics tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent years have recorded an increase in using Social Networking Sites (SNSs) [5] and other online forums as a space for online discussion, opinion formation and interaction with others. Irrespective of our geographic location, we can gather online to view, share and discuss information in a virtual exchange of opinions and participate in deliberative democracy [12]. During online discussions, people interact with content shared by others, get influenced by this content, and then, influence others through their own interactions [5]. Particular dynamics between user dispositions (e.g., open- vs. closed-mindedness) and content of interaction (e.g., controversial vs. consensual topics) can create a public sphere, a notion coined by Jürgen Habermas. According to Peter Dahlgren, it can be defined as “a constellation of communicative spaces in society that permit the circulation of information, ideas, debates, ideally in an unfettered manner, and also the formation of political will” [2]. Though SNSs were not meant in the first place to support processes of a public sphere, they are assumed to cause inadvertent exposure to political difference [1] and thereby, to support more deliberate decision-making that draws on alternative information sources [4]. In contrast to this positive view of SNSs as a public sphere, other authors contest this scenario of deliberation (e.g., [11]). Specifically, they argue that participants in online discussions show selective attention toward prior viewpoints, mainly engage with like-minded people and exhibit closed-mindedness about alternatives [10]. This brings about opinion formation dynamics, which move people towards extreme positions or attitudes. One major reason for this polarising process is confirmatory search, i.e., the selective exposure to partisan information (e.g., [9, 13]). While, for sure, the tendency to selectively expose ourselves to the opinion of like-minded people was present in the pre-digital world [8], the communicative means...
in social media, such as personalized information services, might amplify our biases. Through such technology-enhanced exposure to consonant views, initial doubts continuously give way to a growing confidence in one’s own opinion, leading a person to strengthen an initial position and attitude [13]. A prominent cognitive explanation of such confirmatory information search bias is the psychological phenomena of cognitive dissonance [6], according to which people feel stressed when faced with divergent opinions. Political scientists who take this pessimistic perspective on SNSs assume that the functionalities of social media, such as personalized information filter [6], resonate with the human motive of reducing cognitive dissonance and thus, reinforce people in performing confirmatory search. As a consequence, users of a SNS run the risk of getting locked into a perpetual echo chamber [9], a metaphor for an interpersonal phenomenon where other people’s opinions become echoes of one’s own and start reinforcing instead of challenging prior beliefs (e.g., [11]). In many cases, such self-reinforcement fuels the phenomenon of group polarisation and political extremism [14]. Messages in the daily press about hateful Facebook postings (e.g., [7]) make us aware that such excessively cohesive group dynamics quite often result in emotionalized and derogative stances to alternative viewpoints. Due to this development, it became of public interest to educate people in digital literacy. As a consequence, a discussion of possibilities and means to teaching technological application started that exceeds the traditional level of teaching how to effectively use tools and programmes.

In this paper we introduce the application of a social bookmarking platform to observe and interpret users’ learning behaviour on the Web. Our goal is to contribute to a better understanding of underlying socio-cognitive dynamics that either lead to a deliberate, open-minded or a biased, polarised information behaviour [15]. As a demonstration and in a first step, we make use of the present online scenario to cross-validate results of a study that has found a systematic relationship between people’s tendency to perform confirmatory search on the Web and polarisation [13]. As this finding, however, is based on data gathered through questionnaires, the question remains open whether a similar pattern can be found if both variables are observed directly by extracting them from log-file recordings. With this, we also aim to contribute to the development of teaching strategies of digital competences in schools. A suitable processing of collected data may lead to design implications for formative assessment and timely interventions.

2 ENVIRONMENT

The environment that we propose is build upon the open source social bookmarking tool SemanticScuttle\(^1\). It constitutes a collaborative platform to collect and share information online. The functionality of the platform has been tailored to monitor users’ information search behaviour. So far, it supports mechanisms to observe users’ collection of resources, their assessment of the trustworthiness of information, a user’s tendency towards polarisation and their manifestations of confirmatory search. This has been realized with adaptations in the platform’s range of functionality; in its user interfaces and database and the deployment of logging services.

First, to avoid unnecessary training periods, the original platform was reduced in functionality. Remaining functions allow for collecting, annotating and reflecting on Web resources as well as for browsing through bookmarks that are shared among the users. The Annotation Interface and the Search Interface were extended as described in the following paragraphs:

2.1 Annotation Interface

To support users’ reflection on their Web resources, the Annotation Interface was adapted as illustrated in Figure 1. It was designed to enable the observation of students’ ability to assess the credibility of information, their tendency of polarisation during information search and information consumption and their ability to embed new concepts into their knowledge representation. Figure 1 illustrates the interface that takes basic information about the resource in input fields labelled with one. It consists of the URL, a name and freely chosen keywords (tags). Tags assigned by a user can be used to observe particular semantics of the opinion formation process.

Marked with two is a slider that asks for the user’s perception of trustworthiness towards the selected resource. The slider ranges from 0 (“not at all trustworthy”) to 10 (“very trustworthy”). In combination with the resource’s URL, this information can be used to better understand users’ ability to evaluate the quality of information and information sources.

In the last block marked with three, a set of topic aspects is presented to the user. These aspects vary with the search topic and therefore, can be configured by the site administrator. A bipolar rating scale is given by two sliders, ranging from -3 (“very negative”), over 0 (“neutral”) to 3 (“very positive”). The sliders ask for the author and user stance towards single aspects and allows for inferring confirmatory search behaviour and polarisation.

2.2 Search Interface

The Search Interface presented in Figure 2 consists of two parts. Marked with one is the keyword search that is natively provided by the system. Beyond that, the environment was extended to enable the browsing of Web resources according to positive and negative attitudes towards pre-defined topic aspects (labelled with two). To this end, each aspect was displayed as a clickable keyword within the two boxes. That means that if a user clicks on “Cyborgization” within the “Pro Arguments”, all bookmarks in the system (added by any group member) with a positively indicated author stance towards “Cyborgization” are listed to the user. This search aid enables the observation of collaborative information search behaviour and further contributes to the assessment of users’ tendencies towards confirmatory search.

2.3 Technical Facts

SemanticScuttle is implemented in PHP and Java Script. Persistent data is saved in an SQL database. To implement the adaptation of the platform, this database was extended to embed information about topic aspects, user and author opinions. In addition, an apache-solr \(^2\) based log data server was developed that is exposed through a Web service interface. It is in place to receive all user interaction data. This data can further be analysed for research purposes or

---

\(^1\)https://sourceforge.net/projects/semanticscuttle/

\(^2\)http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
The source code of the adapted SemanticScuttle instance and additional background logging services is freely available via github.3

3 USE CASES
In this section we describe two application scenarios of the software. The first one reports on a pilot approach that was implemented as an online user study with volunteers collecting resources over a period of two weeks. The second example provides insight on a currently running school experiment and its possible application to support formative assessment of students’ information search processes.

3.1 Study Procedure
Prior to the study, each participant was provided with a brief description of the study setup and its main research goals. Participants were informed about tasks they had to complete, the data that was gathered and potential privacy concerns. Based on this information, participants or their legal guardians (if applicable) signed a consent form. To ensure data protection and anonymity, users were identified by a pseudonym they created for themselves. For communication purposes we kept a list of email addresses and associated pseudonyms for the duration of the experimental phase.

3.2 Online Pilot Experiment
The first use case presents a pilot study that explores information search behaviour in a controlled online experiment. To this end, 20 participants were recruited through Facebook, of which 13 completed the study.

After signing the consent form, they were instructed to research the topic "transhumanism" online. This topic was selected as we expected it to be controversial while interesting for a wide range of people. At least 20 resources had to be collected continuously over a period of two weeks. Participants added their bookmarks to the provided SemanticScuttle instance, using the Annotation Interface described in section 2. They had to reflect on the selected resource, assign it to at least one predefined topic facet (i.e., "self-optimization", "cyborgization", "intervene in evolution", "faith in

3https://github.com/meins/ReflectiveScuttle
progress*) and indicate their personal and the author’s stance towards the selected aspects. The resulting workload for a participant was about 20 minutes per day and allowed us to look into different aspects of the opinion formation process, such as confirmatory search or polarisation.

Initial Results. The main research question of this study investigates whether there is a positive correlation between polarisation and confirmatory search. Surprisingly, results showed a significant negative correlation between the two measures indicating that an increase in confirmatory search on a topic is accompanied by a less polarised stance towards the aspect.

This counter-intuitive pattern of results can be explained post-hoc by the fact that most of the participants performing confirmatory search had already started with a rather balanced stance towards different topic aspects. Thus, by collecting resources authored by like-minded people, i.e., by performing a confirmatory search, they had the chance to get to know additional arguments that supported their already developed (balanced) stance and thereby helped further decrease their polarization score (i.e., deviation from a balanced stance).

3.3 Application in the School Context

Currently, the environment is being used in a real-life classroom study. While monitoring students’ information search behaviour, the study is part of a participatory design approach to collaboratively develop software that supports the teaching of digital literacy. In this study, a total of 90 high school students between 14 and 18 and three teachers of two schools are taking part. After obtaining parents’ informed consent, students attended an initial workshop to become familiar with the problems of echo chambers, filter bubbles and fake news. Also, they were informed about means to evaluate the quality of information. In four school lessons, students researched the topic “global nutrition” under the topic aspects of “genetic engineering”, “conservation”, “sustainable consumption” and “development aid”. The topic and its aspects were selected by the participating teachers in accordance with the curriculum of the age group.

The environment allows us to monitor Web resources students collect and interact with, their ability to evaluate the quality of resources and their tendency towards polarisation and biased search tendencies. In this work, the focus is on understanding students’ struggles in online research to allow formative diagnosis and intervention. For instance, if a student assesses a user comment of an article, it can be helpful if the students can get an overview of the articles’ purpose and their context. The results showed that students had the chance to get to know additional arguments that supported their already developed (balanced) stance and thereby helped further decrease their polarization score.

4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented an approach to observe information behaviour and opinion formation dynamics directly by using an adapted instance of the open source social bookmarking platform SemanticScuttle. In contrast to prior research that explored the relationship between confirmatory search and polarisation (e.g. [15]), on the basis of survey data, the introduced platform offers an environment to investigate this and related phenomena in behavioural observation studies.

Two initial use cases in different contexts (online volunteers, high school students) give an idea of how to apply the system in practice. Our current basis of collected data does not allow for drawing stringent conclusions and the reported results suffer from data loss due to high dropout rates. However, more robust results can be expected from upcoming laboratory studies, where users will operate in a more controlled environment. Also, the presented real-life school study is still in progress, and with 90 participating students promises to improve our understanding of students’ information behaviour. Furthermore, the goal of the present and future studies is to derive design implications for further platform development, depolarising discourse services and learning analytics visualizations.
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Abstract

Search of resources and information is among the most frequent activities on the Web. While established information retrieval approaches address the relevance of search results to an information need, the actual learning scope of a user is normally disregarded. Recent research in the search as learning (SAL) area has recognized the importance of learning scopes and focused on observing and detecting learning needs.

The article at hand takes a critical look at existing works in SAL and related research disciplines. It aims to give a concise, interdisciplinary overview which allows for the deduction of possible directions and necessary actions for prospective research works. It becomes apparent that past research employs a strong emphasis on textual resources, neglecting the diversity of online multimedia contents for learning and the impact of multimodal features on the learning process. We argue that exploring multimodal learning resources should be one focus of future SAL projects.

1 Introduction

Information Retrieval research has, for a long time, centered around the concept of an "information need" – a desire to amend a certain identified lack of information. While fact search is certainly one facet of Web search, recent research points to a multitude of other usage behaviours which are to-date insufficiently supported by technology.

The Search as Learning domain examines one of these alternative search facets, that is, search sessions that are related to a learning intent. It relies on the assumption that current search systems are regularly used to access and internalise new knowledge, related to a defined (conscious or unconscious) learning objective. This is reflected in the prevalence of informational search intents, which, contrary to transactional or navigational search intents, imply a dedicated learning intent [9]. Technologies developed under the SAL paradigm will have to roughly fulfil the following goals: (a) supporting the users in their learning tasks through an enhanced retrieval and ranking process; (b) enable the accurate detection and prediction of learning needs and scopes, e.g. whether a user intends to acquire declarative or procedural knowledge, as well as respective knowledge gains during search relying on available data (e.g. queries, resource features, behavioural and navigational data); (c) addressing and evaluating both general Web search scenarios as well as semi-informal learning settings that involve search for scholarly information, specifically literature and videos in digital library portals (e.g. the TIB's web portals1). In this paper, we give a brief overview of research results regarding SAL processes from the fields of information retrieval and educational psychology. Based on the current state of the art, we identify current challenges for SAL research (Section 3). In particular, we identify a lack of consideration of multimodal resources in SAL, even though their usefulness is supported by multimedia learning research. This article limits its scope to research on individual learning, for the sake of conciseness. Anyhow, the integration of the insights provided by research on collaborative and social learning into SAL systems is, indeed, another interesting research topic.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Related work is briefly reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the main challenges of future work in the SAL field from our perspective, while some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

1https://av.tib.eu/
2 RELATED WORK

As stated by Ghosh et al. [17], information science research contains a number of studies which seek to connect search processes and knowledge building (e.g., [13, 19]). Anyhow, it is only recently that research efforts from information science, educational psychology, learning analytics and information retrieval are united with the objective of improving learning support in information retrieval systems. The following paragraphs give a short summary of the main contributions which constitute today’s understanding of SAL processes. Subsequently, Section 3 deduces some of the main research gaps.

2.1 SAL in Educational Psychology

Learning can be defined as the act of gaining new or modifying or reinforcing existing knowledge [31]. So far, research has mostly focused on the use of the Internet to gain factual knowledge or to learn about complex, conflicting issues of fragile evidence, that is, conceptual knowledge. Procedural knowledge, i.e., how to perform a certain task, has been hardly examined in the SAL context.

Process model: Commonly, the information seeking process is described as a sequence of processing steps (e.g., [8, 16]): (1) Identifying and defining the information need and generating respective search terms; (2) locating information sources, e.g., web pages, by evaluating and selecting links from search engine result pages (SERPs); (3) evaluating the information presented in web pages; (4) processing and extracting content from web pages identified as useful; and (5) comparing, integrating, and synthesizing information from several resources to prepare the final task outcome (in the user’s mind or externally). In particular, step 5 involves a learning component when referring to an internal integration of the retrieved information.

Measuring learning outcomes: The achieved learning is measured as the outcome of the above process. Evaluation methods include counting correctly restored concepts in problem-specific essay tasks or knowledge tests with multiple-choice or true-false items (cf. [38]). However, previous research mostly has focused on learning from textual resources and does not specifically address learning from multimedia data, such as graphical representations or videos. Research from the field of multimedia learning indicates, however, that visual material in addition to text might be beneficial to learning outcomes: [32] find that additional visualisations support, in particular, the learning of procedural knowledge. [5] state that using multimedia, animations and hypertext elements can lead to “deep comprehension of the material”, but also lead to problems due to split attention. In their study, adapted animations and hyperlinks significantly reduce the user’s effort to accomplish their search goals. It thus seems likely that the quality and efficiency of SAL processes can be notably increased by considering resource modality aspects and, in particular, retrieving non-textual resources based on the user’s learning needs. However, visual elements need to be chosen dynamically based on the learning objective. So far, there are only approaches outside the SAL context that aim at accomplishing this enrichment in an automated way. e.g., Agrawal et al. [3, 4] suggest two different methods based on image metadata and aggregated Web search results, respectively, to enrich textbooks for schools with images. Other proposals address the assignment of relevant videos [2, 23].

Learning success factors: Several studies have examined factors that influence learning success in the processing steps mentioned above. Identified factors include prior domain knowledge (e.g., [37]), personal beliefs with respect to knowledge and how it develops (e.g., [26]; [21, 30]), prior training on evaluating Internet information (e.g., [20, 34, 36]), and usage of alternative search interfaces (e.g., [28]). While research on learning with hypertext and hypermedia systems, i.e., closed learning environments, has shown that an optimal navigational path results in better learning outcomes (e.g., [27]), this remains an open question for Web search scenarios.

2.2 SAL in Information Retrieval

Supporting informal learning has been subject to a plethora of research, whereas learning as an implicit part of search and information retrieval has only recently been recognized [1]. Recent efforts include the automatic identification of users’ learning needs and intents from query logs, e.g., declarative or procedural knowledge (14)). Vakkari [31] provides a well-structured survey of features indicating learning needs as well as user’s knowledge and knowledge gain throughout the search process. Other works seek to predict the users’ prior domain knowledge as one of the factors correlated to positive learning outcomes: Zhang et al. [39] identify distinctive features in the users’ behavior as predictors of domain knowledge; Cole et al. [11] observe behavioral patterns as reliable indicators; Collins-Thompson et al. [12] find that the usage of intrinsically diverse search queries is positively correlated to increased knowledge gain. A recent study [15] investigates the correlation of search behaviour and users knowledge gain and knowledge state in search sessions across a range of topics, finding only weak correlations with session features but medium correlation with the respective search topics.

Initial efforts aim at integrating the insights of the SAL community into information retrieval systems. Building on the features proposed by Eickhoff et al. [14], Weingart and Eickhoff [35] investigate adapted query expansion and re-ranking techniques in order to improve retrieval results with respect to the user’s learning needs. Similarly, Syed and Collins-Thompson [29] examine the effect of keyword density on knowledge gain in language learning tasks.

While several studies underline the positive impact of visual elements on learning processes, e.g., in Web navigation [33] or e-Learning [24], the aforementioned works disregard multimodal aspects and features. In the context of Web search, Karaman et al. [22] show that the assignment of highly relevant pictures to text and hyperlinks significantly reduces the users’ efforts to accomplish their search goals. It thus seems likely that the quality and efficiency of SAL processes can be notably increased by considering resource modality aspects and, in particular, retrieving non-textual resources based on the users’ learning needs. However, visual elements need to be chosen dynamically based on the learning objective. So far, there are only approaches outside the SAL context that aim at accomplishing this enrichment in an automated way. e.g., Agrawal et al. [3, 4] suggest two different methods based on image metadata and aggregated Web search results, respectively, to enrich textbooks for schools with images. Other proposals address the assignment of relevant videos [2, 23].

3 CHALLENGES

Search as learning is an inherently interdisciplinary research area – current research works unite findings from educational psychology, learning analytics and information retrieval to provide enhanced support for learning tasks during Web search. Given the recentness
of SAL research, it is unsurprising that the review of published works reveals a number of open research questions.

**Theoretical frameworks for SAL:** Current SAL research employs a diverse set of theoretical frameworks from different research domains – publications refer, for instance, to Bloom’s taxonomy of learning objectives and its derivatives [6, 7] and/or Marchionini’s exploratory search paradigm [25]. Anyhow, an integrated view on Search as Learning as an independent concept is still missing. While the currently used frameworks cover important facets of SAL processes, the importance of learning on the Web justifies the development of a unified, theoretical model of Search as Learning itself.

**Detection and prediction of learning:** A crucial challenge is the detection and understanding of learning and knowledge acquisition in heterogeneous and unstructured online interactions. This includes, for instance, the detection of learning-related search missions, the prediction and classification of learning intents, as well as the prediction of user knowledge and knowledge gain [15] throughout a search mission. However, given that such information is not explicitly provided throughout the search session, SAL research and tools have to consider a wide variety of implicit features observable throughout search sessions, for instance, considering the user interactions, behavioural features, session-related information and multimodal characteristics of the resources used as part of the search process.

**Data acquisition:** Current works in Search as Learning reference the usage of navigational logs, click-through data and eye-tracking experiments as their data sources. Only few of the datasets are openly available for other researchers. The availability of standardised, structured datasets about SAL processes (from lab experiments and collected in the wild) will largely enhance the research landscape – by providing a common base for research and evaluation. Furthermore, data acquisition could use not only controlled laboratory experiments, but also semi-formal settings in crowdsourcing platforms (which would also lead to an important extension of the possible range of participants reached by a study). Structured data acquisition will moreover allow the identification of potential new criteria and features, the discovery of formerly unknown correlations and inter-relationships, and the development of formal, standardised methods for comparative evaluation.

**Retrieval and ranking beyond textual resources:** Whereas the aforementioned challenges address the understanding and classification of learning throughout search missions, detected learning needs and behaviour have to be supported through dedicated retrieval and ranking processes. For instance, ranking of resources should consider the actual knowledge state of a user and his/her learning intent. In particular, research shows that the inclusion of non-textual resources in educational materials can contribute to the learners’ comprehension, internalisation and entertainment. However, SAL research so far has not reached a stage where the direct reflection of learning-specific features is reflected through the actual retrieval method. In addition, multimodal resource features are so far under-investigated, despite their relevance for particular learning needs. To provide comprehensive support for different types of learners and learning tasks, interactively (and individually) composed learning materials should include text as well as images and video material of different types. This stream of research – covered on the information retrieval side, for instance, in the domain of multimedia retrieval – has not been tackled in an SAL context, yet.

**4 CONCLUSIONS**

Aforementioned challenges can only be fully tackled through collaboration of experts from the related research domains: acquisition of reliable ground truth data involves experiments and quasi-experiments best organised by researchers with psychological background and deep insight in study design, using the full toolkit offered by psychological research. On the other hand, development of predictive models requires knowledge in data analysis and artificial intelligence while expertise in scalable data processing is required to obtain, organise, process and publish collected data to make sure it is reusable across disciplines.

Analysis must be an iterative process – experts from learning analytics can analyse the datasets, discover formerly unknown features of the observed learning processes, discover novel correlations and evaluation measures. Results should be directly fed back in the study design process and validated (or revoked) by further experiments.

Finally, multimodal retrieval should be introduced to SAL research as a novel facet, given that learning research strongly suggests that the inclusion of image and video resources may enhance students’ learning outcome. For this purpose, media types and multimodal features have to be included as a feature in the retrieval process (depending on enhanced retrieval of multimodal features and adapted ranking procedures). Some of these challenges will be tackled by the research project ‘SALIENT: Search as Learning: Investigating, ENHancing and PredicTing Learning during Multi-modal Web Search’, funded by the Leibniz Association in Germany from 2018 to 2021. It is a collaborative research project involving partners from information retrieval (L3S), educational psychology (IWM), and multimedia retrieval (TIB).
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ABSTRACT

According to the Learning Analytics (LA) reference model, LA is used to collect, explore and analyze diverse types and interrelationships of data. Specifications like the Experience API (xAPI) work towards interoperability with respect to interrelationship of diverse learning data. Algorithms for adaptive learning could be improved by incorporation of user-related data, not present in learning activities. Linking these user-related data with learning activity data would fully exploit the potential of interrelationships with data. Conventional solutions, as well as current Linked Data-based solutions focus purely on learning activity data, whereas solutions based on Linked Data could be used to integrate data of different domains. We propose a provenance-aware pipeline to transform xAPI learning activity statements to Linked Data. The integration of learning activities with other user data, provides a more complete set of user data, improving an adaptive learning analytics system. We use the proposed pipeline to build a Linked Learning Record Store based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF). SPARQL queries are used to link data about learning activities, enriched with fine-grained exercise descriptions, with data describing the abilities of users. In this paper, we show how Linked Data can be generated from xAPI statements in a streaming approach, based on existing tools and interfaces. Our solution demonstrates the usage of Linked Data to combine learning activity data with user ability data, to get a more complete set of user data aiming to assist in adaptive learning.

1. INTRODUCTION

Learning Analytics aim to collect, explore and analyze diverse types and interrelationships of data [1]. Specifications, such as the Experience API (xAPI)\(^1\), lead towards analysis of different learning experiences. However, valuable data outside the Learning Analytics context are not considered with conventional solutions. Linked Data offers the functionality to analyze interrelationships between Learning Activity and other data.

Abilities of users adapt over time, while certain abilities might cover different domains, e.g., maths or reading. These user-centric skills offer valuable insights regarding learning exercises and analysis of users’ performance. By combining these kind of user data with learning activity data, adaptive learning is enabled. Developing a self-learning analytics system for adaptive learning is the purpose of the project LEarning analytics for AdaPtive Support (LEAPS, 2016-2018)\(^2\). Within LEAPS, multiple educational applications were fitted with xAPI logging, to provide a more integrated analysis. Analytical models can be re-used across different use-cases, due to the fact that the learning activities as well as users skills are modelled as Linked Data. Initial data capture has been performed on 18 classes of the first grade in Flemish schools, in 16 sessions and produced more than 2 million xAPI statements.

In this paper, we propose a data processing layer based on Linked Data on top of commonly used Learning Record Stores (LRS). To achieve that, we propose to use an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process to (i) read learning activity data expressed in xAPI from commonly used Learning Record Stores (LRS) in a streaming approach, (ii) apply use-case specific transformations to Linked Data, and (iii) load the Linked Data to a triple store for further consumption.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: First, we cover different Linked Data approaches regarding Learning Analytics in Section 2. Secondly, we present our integration model in Section 3 and our proposed Linked Data architecture in Section 4. We demonstrate interlinking of learning activity data with user-related data regarding abilities in Section 5. And finally we discuss our conclusion in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

\(^1\)https://xapi.com/
\(^2\)https://www.imec-int.com/en/what-we-offer/research-portfolio/leaps
Utilizing Linked Data principles for Learning Analytics is not a novel approach. Rabelo et al. [9] proposed a big data architecture using the xAPI ontology and Linked Data. However, they were using it for validation regarding xAPI specification conformance only, and they did not fully exploit the possibilities of Linked Data for Learning Analytics.

De Nies et al. [4] performed the first steps toward semantic interoperability of xAPI learning statements with other domains. They identified learning activities as provenance and proposed the tool TinCan2PROV3 to generate provenance-related Linked Data from xAPI statements. They relied on JSON-LD contexts to map xAPI terms to an xAPI ontology based on the specification. We are re-using their JSON-LD context within our proposed ETL process as one transformation step.

Anseeuw et al. [2] created an xAPI extension to store more context information regarding the physical environment of the learning activity. They also extended the work of De Nies et al. [4] concerning the xAPI ontology and mainly used it for reasoning. They defined additional services, based on SPARQL queries, which query learning activity data regarding the result and the provided context information. However, their work does not make use of data other than present in the learning statement.

De Meester et al. [3] created the Semantic ExerCise Interchange Format (SERIF4) to semantically describe learning exercises. The learning activity statements of the LEAPS project are described using the SERIF format as xAPI extension. Interoperable fine-grained description of exercises offer a variety of ways to interlink with user-related data. One transformation step of our ETL process makes use of the provided JSON-LD context of De Meester et al. [3] to generate fine-grained Linked Data describing the exercises. We are then able to properly link user-related abilities with exercises.

3. INTEGRATION MODEL

For this work, we introduce an integration model across user abilities and Learning Analytics (see Fig. 1). Whereas Learning Analytics mostly concerns user interactions with learning activities, we extend to a semantic model that integrates these interactions with user abilities, and is interoperable with Learning Analytics algorithms such as the ELO-rating [5]: as a user interacts with certain learning activities, it can improve its mastery over certain abilities. For example: when a student practices a lot of multiplication exercises, he/she can become better in the "multiplication-ability".

A User has – next to its personal data – other data that can be relevant for Learning Analytics, such as having certain Learning Difficulties which can be predicted based on user-related data. This User has Interactions with Activities, which have a certain difficulty determined by e.g. analysis of data from large amount of students. In our case, these interactions are logged with the xAPI. These Activities are related to User Abilities, i.e., they train a User ability on a certain difficulty. User Abilities are general abilities that can be further categorized, for example, the "multiplication-ability" is more specific than the "math-ability". The categorization itself is out of scope of this work, but can be modeled using existing standards such as, e.g., the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [8]. A User has a certain Mastery over these User Abilities. The level of Mastery can be dynamic based on, among others, the Interactions of the User with Activities. This change depends on the item difficulty of the activity, e.g., a user with mastery level 0.4 successfully solving an activity with item difficulty 0.8 has a larger impact than item difficulty 0.1 [5].

4. ETL ARCHITECTURE

Our proposed solution is a layer of Linked Data on top of commonly used Learning Record Systems. Therefore, we utilize an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process, where xAPI learning statements are extracted from LRSs, transformed to Linked Data and loaded into a triple store. Provenance of the pipeline's execution is generated and it is also provided as Linked Data.

The starting point of our proposed ETL process are xAPI learning activity statements (see Listing 3 for an example). They are stored in the open-source LRS LearningLocker5, and

---

3TinCan was the former name of xAPI: https://xapi.com/tin-can-experience-api-xapi/
4http://edutab.test.iminds.be/specs/serif/
5https://learninglocker.net/
from which we extract the data using a streaming approach. Whenever new xAPI statements are inserted to the LRS, we are notified by the underlying storage engine (MongoDB) and start the transformation process. In case of the initial data capture of the LEAPS project, which has already happened, we feed a JSON dump of the learning activities batch-wise to our streaming pipeline.

The transformation process consists of multiple streaming components and therefore new transformations can be plugged in. For the transformation of xAPI statements to Linked Data, we make use of the JSON-LD context of the TinCan2PROV tool introduced by De Nies et al. [4].

Other transformation steps can be added based on the use-case, e.g., if use-case specific xAPI extensions are part of the data. As the case for Anseeuw et al. [2] with their context extension or in other work of us [7], where a privacy usage policy regarding the consented use of the learning data is attached to the xAPI statement as extension.

Additionally to the transformation steps, our proposed ETL process keeps track of provenance, which aims to provide necessary information about the data’s origin for later usage. The provenance information per component consists of (i) the name and version of the component; (ii) timestamps of start and end of processing; (iii) used entities (e.g., used JSON-LD contexts, input or output files); (iv) a link to the previous component; and (v) the type of activity (One of the eight sub-classes of the DataActivity class of the GDPRov ontology). The last pipeline step transforms the provenance data to Linked Data, expressing it with the GDPRov vocabulary. At the end of the transformation, the data, as well as collected provenance are available as Linked Data in RDF and are uploaded to a triple store (blazegraph) to be queried with SPARQL. Figure 2 shows our proposed pipeline as part of the bigger LEAPS architecture.

5. THE LEAPS USE CASE

This section demonstrates the interlinking of learning activity data with user-related data, based on the motivating scenario of the ongoing LEAPS project.

Our proposed ETL process transforms learning activity data to Linked Data, with the goal of further data integration. The collected learning activity data are described using the xAPI specification and are using the SERIF extension to model the performed exercises. That exercise model allows to describe the difficulty of each exercise.

User-related data describing abilities of users according to the integration model introduced in Section 3 (Listing 1), can be linked with learning activity data describing the exercises with the SERIF format (Listing 3). SPARQL queries (such as the one described in Listing 2) can retrieve data which can serve a Learning Analytics algorithm as input.

6. CONCLUSION

One of the goals of Learning Analytics is analysis of diverse types and interrelationships of data. We proposed a provenance-aware ETL process to transform xAPI learning activity statements to Linked Data, with the aim of linking learning data with other user-related data, to assist adaptive learning analytics. We demonstrated how semantich data regarding user abilities can be linked to learning activities. Linked Data allows to combine relevant user data with learning activity data in a seamless way and enable more sophisticated analytics. Combining learning activity data (which contains personal data) with other personal data might cause trouble in the light of data protection [6]. However, the semantic nature of our proposed solution facilitates also privacy-related tasks, as usage policies could be expressed semantically as well [7]. Additionally the provenance produced by our pipeline offers valuable insights in case of an audit.
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ABSTRACT
Web search is among the most ubiquitous online activities, commonly used to acquire new knowledge and to satisfy learning-related objectives through informational search sessions. The importance of learning as an outcome of web search has been recognized widely, leading to a variety of research at the intersection of information retrieval, human computer interaction and learning-oriented sciences. Given the lack of explicit information, understanding of users and their learning needs has to be derived from their search behavior and resource interactions. In this paper, we introduce the involved research challenges and survey related work on the detection of learning needs, understanding of users, e.g. with respect to their knowledge state, learning tasks and learning progress throughout a search session as well as the actual consideration of learning needs throughout the retrieval and ranking process. In addition, we summarise our own research contributing to the aforementioned tasks and describe our research agenda in this context.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Web search is among the most frequent online activities and has become a ubiquitous task. As is common search practice, a coherent search session, involving a particular search intent, usually involves several queries as well as one or more breaks in between (cf. [17]).

In particular, informational search sessions [7], i.e. sessions pertaining to the search for a particular piece of information expected to be available on the Web, are common and involve a particular learning intent, that is, the intent to acquire knowledge with respect to a certain topic.

Whereas platforms dedicated to online learning, such as MOOC environments, are tailored towards improving the learning performance and experience of online users, contemporary search engines have to satisfy a range of use cases, which may or may not involve learning. Transactional search sessions [7] are a common example of non-learning related online search. In contrast to actual learning-oriented environments in the online or offline sphere, where certain knowledge about the learning intent, the user as well as the learning task usually is available, such information is lacking in general online search settings. Consequently, heterogeneous features observable throughout a Web search session have to be utilised to derive insights about the learning intent, the user and the actual learning task.

Recently, a range of research works have approached this problem, often summarised under the ‘search as learning (SAL)’ umbrella and involving distinct disciplines such as information retrieval, human computer interaction or machine learning.

This paper attempts to provide an overview of a SAL research agenda by (i) summarising research challenges involved in this context, (ii) discussing related works in the area, (iii) presenting insights into early results of the authors’ own work as well as (iv) introducing gaps and future work in this area.

Figure 1 summarises the key emerging research challenges which at the same time define the structure for the remaining sections. Detecting Learning in Web Search (Section 2), refers to the process of distinguishing learning-related activities from other, non-learning, activities in general Web search scenarios. Understanding Users, Learning Tasks, Resources (Section 3) refers to the challenges involved in inferring information about a user, such as his/her knowledge state, the learning task, such as its complexity, or the involved resources from unstructured behavioral data observable throughout an online search session. Finally, Supporting Learning through Retrieval and Ranking (Section 4) refers to the actual consideration of inferred learning needs as part of the retrieval and ranking process or through adapting search interfaces to the user’s learning intent.

2 DETECTING LEARNING IN WEB SEARCH
Whereas only a certain amount of Web search sessions include a particular learning need, identifying such sessions becomes a prerequisite to facilitate further applications for understanding and supporting learning.

An established taxonomy from Broder [7] that has been widely used in the Web search context distinguishes between transactional, navigational and informational search sessions, where in particular the latter involve a learning goal, i.e. the intent to acquire knowledge about a particular topic. Specifically, transactional
search sessions usually aim at conducting a specific online trans-
action, such as, purchasing a ticket, navigational queries merely
are aimed at leading the user to a dedicated website. In contrast,
informational sessions imply the intent of a user to acquire some in-
formation assumed to be present on one or more web pages. In this
context, the same query, for instance, Elbphilharmonie may be used
to either buy tickets in a particular concert venue (transactional), to
reach the Website https://www.elbphilharmonie.de (navigational)
or to acquire knowledge about the Elbphilharmonie (informational).
We inspected a real-world query log, which consists of 913 search
sessions, we found that 49.7% of them were informational search
sessions with specific learning intent.

By adopting Broder’s taxonomy, the task of detecting learning
in Web search can be formalised as identifying informational Web
search sessions. Here a Web search session refers to the search activ-
ities within a certain time period that share the same information
need. Previous work [17] on segmenting such search sessions have
achieved promising performance. Here we do not go into details
about the session segmentation task but focus on the automated
detection of the intent of Web search.

2.1 Related Works
The classification of Web search queries has been explored in sev-
eral different scenarios, for instance, to classify a query into one of
the categories [23, 24, 27, 29] or subcategories [21] of Broder’s
taxonomy, or into other classes that are tailored towards specific
applications [5, 19, 26].

Early studies on intent classification relied on manual approaches,
for instance, by asking users through surveys [7] or by manual
annotation of intents through judges [32]. However, while this
process does not scale well to large datasets, automated classi-
fication approaches have been explored. Both supervised [5, 19,
21, 23, 26, 27, 29] and unsupervised [5, 24] approaches have been
applied on the classification of Web search queries. The features
utilised in the aforementioned approaches are extracted from query
terms [19, 21, 24, 26], user-click behaviors [26, 27, 29], anchor-
links [27, 29], Web documents’ content [21] and page views [24, 26].

The aforementioned works focus on the classification of single
query sessions, often limited to data collected through lab studies.
However, recent studies have shown that users information seeking
tasks have grown more sophisticated [22] and often require one or
more queries across multiple search sessions [1, 25, 28].

2.2 Detecting the Intent of Web Search Sessions
from User Interaction Features
In contrast to such previous works, focused on query-based intent
detection, our ongoing work to address this problem focuses on
automatically detecting the intent of search activities at the level of
search sessions.

Approach. We approach the problem of detecting informational
Web search sessions with supervised models for classification. We
extract 22 features according to multiple dimensions of a search
session, structured into three categories, namely features related
to Query (i.e. features related to number of query terms and the
between query similarity), Session (i.e. total number of queries is-
issued, session duration related and session breaks related features)
and Browsing behaviour (i.e. features related to number of clicks,
revisited pages and similarity between query and the clicked URL).
For the classification model, we have experimented with several
different approaches. Considering the scale of the data as well as the
number and characteristics of the features, we have opted for Deci-
sion Tree (DT), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [31] and Random Forest (RF) [6] as classification models. We
tune the hyper parameters of each classifier through grid search.

Preliminary Result.
We apply our model to a dataset of real-world query logs, which
contains 6860 queries from 124 users corresponding to 913 ses-
sions. Each session has been manually annotated by at least two
annotators and assigned to one of the three classes. The annotated
dataset is available online\(^1\). The results of using standard precision,
recall and F1 score for each individual class, as well as their average

\(^1\)http://l3s.de/~yu/mission_classification
across classes and the overall accuracy of the tested classifiers are shown in Table 1. For all configurations, the classification accuracy is above 0.653 and the F1 score is above 0.611, which indicates that the set of features we extracted from user search activities can provide meaningful evidence for detecting the search intent.

We also analyzed the information gain of the selected features, and found that features in the browsing category appear more important than features in other categories, with 2 browsing features ranking at the top 2 positions. Query features are also shown to be effective with 3 features among the top 6. Session-based features have the least contribution among all 3 categories.

For simplicity, we use the term “session” in the remaining of this paper to refer to informational Web search sessions in particular, i.e. sessions which involve a particular learning intent.

### 2.3 Future Work

The overall classification performance indicates reasonable results on average, in particular transactional sessions appear ambiguous for both human annotators as well as supervised models. For this reason, results indicate that more specific classification tasks are likely to yield superior performance. For instance, an application-specific classifier aimed at targeted advertising may focus on only transactional or informational sessions (depending on the advertised offering), so that binary classification can be applied through a more tailored model. Further more, we found limitations arise in particular from the nature of the experimental dataset and the lack of publicly available, up-to-date query logs, future work will be concerned in particular with the application of similar approaches on a more recent and larger scale dataset. This would enable supervised models which are better reflecting contemporary search behavior and at the same time, utilise a wider variety of features.

### 3 UNDERSTANDING THE LEARNING PROCESS AND OUTCOMES

Since a sound understanding of learning throughout the search process is required in order to support learning, in this section we summarize the existing efforts in relevant topics and introduce our ongoing works on this task.

There are several factors that potentially affect the learning performance and the required support throughout the search session. These can be classified into three main classes, namely, user, e.g. the initial knowledge state and behavioural pattern, learning task, such as the task difficulty and novelty, and resource, e.g. the complexity or relevance of a resource. These factors are strongly inter-dependent. For instance, the task difficulty is subjective to user’s knowledge state, whereas the user’s knowledge state is a decisive factor on the resource selection.

Given the sparsity and heterogeneity of data throughout a search session, the works discussed in this section aim at inferring the aforementioned notions by considering a range of features observable throughout a search session.

### 3.1 Related Works

Previous works assessed the relation between learning and user search behavior from several different perspectives. Eickhoff et al. [11] investigated the correlation between features extracted from search session as well as search engine result page (SERP) documents with learning needs related to either procedural or declarative knowledge. The influence of distinct query types on knowledge gain was studied by Collins-Thompson et al. [9], finding that intrinsically diverse queries lead to increased knowledge gain. Hagen et al. [18] investigated the relation between the writing behavior and the exploratory search pattern of writers and revealed that query terms can be learned while searching and reading. Vakkari [34] provided a structured survey of features indicating learning needs as well as user knowledge and knowledge gain throughout the search process. Zhuang et al. [39] investigated the possibility of using 37 user search behavioral features to predict the user engagement, which correlates with learning, with supervised classifiers. By matching the learning tasks into different learning stages of Anderson and Krathwohl’s taxonomy [2], Jansen et al. studied the correlation between search behaviors of 72 participants and their learning stage [20]. Gwizdka et al. [15] proposed to assess learning outcomes in search environments by correlating individual search behaviors with corresponding eye-tracking measures. White et al. [35] investigated the difference between the behavior of domain experts and non-experts in seeking information on the same topic. By analyzing the activity log of experts and non-experts across different domains, the authors found that the distribution of features such as number of queries and query length differed across the levels of expertise. Zhang et al. [37, 38] explored using search behavior as an indicator for the domain knowledge of a user based on data acquired through a lab study (n = 35). Further, Cole et al. [8], observed that behavioral patterns provide reliable indicators about the domain knowledge of a user, even if the actual content or topics of queries and documents are disregarded entirely. Gwizdka and Spence [16] have shown that a searcher’s perception of task difficulty is a subjective factor that depends on the domain knowledge and some other individual traits. Arguello [3] proposed to use logistic regression to predict task difficulty in a search environment using behavioural features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Navigational</th>
<th>Informational</th>
<th>Transactional</th>
<th>Weighted average</th>
<th>All Accu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>0.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.651</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance of different classifiers.
The aforementioned prior works have either studied a limited set of features or have addressed only specific learning scenarios and learning types. In particular, the generalizability of knowledge gain measures in previous works has not been investigated.

3.2 Analyzing Knowledge Gain of Users in Informational Search Sessions on the Web

We extend the current understanding of user knowledge gain in informational search sessions. Using real world information needs and search sessions on the Web, we investigate the possibility of using search activity related features to predict knowledge gain (Section 3.3).

In particular, our recent work [14] investigated the impact of information needs on the search behavior and knowledge gain of users. To further the current understanding of the impact of informational search on a user’s knowledge, we recruited 500 distinct users from a crowdsourcing platform and orchestrated search sessions spanning 10 different information needs. We followed the recommended guidelines for effective crowdsourcing [12, 13]. By employing scientifically formulated knowledge tests to calibrate a user’s knowledge before a search session, and assess it after the session, we were able to quantify knowledge gain. The collected data has been released for the purpose of supporting research in the field2.

Our investigation revealed a significant effect of information need on user queries and navigational patterns, but no direct effect on the knowledge gain. Users on average exhibited a higher knowledge gain through search sessions pertaining to topics they were less familiar with. For more details and findings please refer to the original paper [14].

3.3 Towards Predicting User Knowledge Gain in Informational Search Sessions

Based on the advanced understanding of the relation between user knowledge and their search behavior, we investigate the possibility of using search activity related features to predict knowledge gain and the knowledge state of a user – avoiding the need for explicit post-search knowledge assessments [36].

In this work [36], we aim at classifying the knowledge state (gain) of a user at the end of a given search session. For the sake of this work, a user’s knowledge state with respect to a particular information need is defined as the predicted user capability (accuracy) to correctly respond to a set of test questions about the respective information need. We classify the user knowledge state into 3 classes according to the user capability: low knowledge state, moderate knowledge state and high knowledge state. We hence define the user’s knowledge gain as the amount of knowledge state change, and consequently classify the knowledge gain into 3 classes: low knowledge gain, moderate knowledge gain and high knowledge gain.

Approach. We approach the problem with supervised models for classification. To this end, each session is represented by a feature vector, consisting out of 79 features related to: i) query (e.g. number of query terms, query complexity), ii) SERP (e.g. number of clicks, click-through ratio), iii) browsing behaviour (e.g. number of pages viewed, average time stay per page), and iv) mouse movement (e.g. total scroll distance, number of mouseovers). We applied several feature selection techniques on the considered set of feature, and a range of standard models for the classification tasks, namely, Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forrest (RF) and Multilayer Perceptron (MP).

Preliminary Result. Using the search activity log and the knowledge test data we collected through crowdsourcing (see Section 3.2), we trained and evaluated our classification models. The experimental results underline that a user’s knowledge gain and knowledge state can be modeled based on a user’s online interactions observable throughout the search process. Through feature analysis, we provide evidence for an improved understanding between individual user behavior and the corresponding knowledge state and change.

3.4 Future Work

As part of future work, we aim to reproduce and refine the findings in more varied search sessions, where durations and learning intents are more diverse, also involving considerably longer/shorter search sessions and, for instance, procedural knowledge rather than intents focused on declarative knowledge only. This would provide the opportunity to observe evolution-oriented features, for instance, considering the evolution of queries, their length and complexity. In addition, in crowd-based quasi experiments understanding of the actual users is very limited and data collected as such is expected to exhibit a certain amount of noise. For these reasons, we aim at conducting equivalent experiments in more controlled lab environments, where reliable information about both user interactions as well as the actual users can be obtained. Furthermore, whereas our previous work has focused on user interaction features, ongoing research investigates resource-centric features which take into account the characteristics of resources involved within the user interactions.

Potential applications for this work include the consideration of user knowledge and its expected learning progress as part of Web search engines and information retrieval approaches, or within informal learning-oriented search settings, such as libraries or knowledge- and resource-centric online platforms.

4 SUPPORTING LEARNING THROUGHOUT WEB SEARCH

The application-oriented objective are concerned with eventually supporting users in their learning tasks through i) optimizing user interaction and interfaces, and ii) enhancing the retrieval and ranking process. In this section, we review the status of existing techniques, and discuss the potential future directions.

4.1 Related Works

User interface and interaction. Learning oriented online platforms (e.g. coursera3, mooc4, Didactalia5) have been constantly

2http://l3s.de/yu/knowledge_in_search/

3https://www.coursera.org/
4http://mooc.org/
5https://didactalia.net
optimized to improve the learning performance of users. Examples are, for instance, the use of learning dashboards to inform users about his/her learning progress or provide discussion forums to enable collaboration among users. However, within general-purpose search engines, there is a lack of attention for the support of learning, also due to the general-purpose nature of such environments and the variety of tasks conducted there. A central question for research in that area is whether and how interfaces can be adopted to improve learning performance even in such general-purpose environments. An attempt has been made by Arora et al. [4], by aiming at improving user engagement in learning oriented search tasks through providing richer representation of retrieved Web documents. Specifically, they explored methods of finding useful semantic concepts within retrieved documents, with the objective of creating improved document surrogates for presentation in the SERP.

Retrieval and ranking. As current search engines are optimized by considering an information need disregarding the learning intent behind a query, relatively little research has been carried out on optimising retrieval and ranking algorithms towards particular learning needs. For instance, Dave et al. [10] discussed the potential of two ranking models with varied objectives (i.e. paragraph retrieval model, dependency based re-ranking) on enhancing the performance of learning-centric search engines. Recently, Syed and Collins-Thompson [33] proposed to optimize the learning outcome of the vocabulary learning task by selecting a set of documents while considering keyword density and domain knowledge of the learner. Their theoretical framework provides a sound basis for furthering the study on learning-oriented retrieval techniques.

4.2 Future Work
User interface and interaction. Within general-purpose search engines, there is a lack of attention for the support of learning, also due to the general-purpose nature of such environments and the variety of tasks conducted there. A central question for research in that area is whether and how interfaces can be adopted to improve learning performance even in such general-purpose environments. Studies reveal that people engage more in many search tasks involving collaboration with others rather than while searching by themselves [30]. To further this investigation and develop tools to support learning by enabling collaboration between users, our ongoing work is concerned with developing a search interface that encourages experienced learners to guide learners who will use the system in the future and assess its impact on the knowledge gain throughout a search session. Suggestions are ranked according to the feedbacks from experienced learners. Throughout large-scale quasi-experiments and facilitated by pre- and post-tests, we aim to quantify the influence of the collaborative search interface on the learning outcome. Future work is concerned with alternative means to improve interfaces and interactions towards increasing the learning outcomes during Web search.

Retrieval and ranking. In Section 3.3, we have discussed means to infer a user’s knowledge state (gain) in online search sessions. On this basis, future work is aimed at optimizing ranking algorithms to recommend resources that fit not only the traditional notion of an information need, but also a user’s knowledge state.

Whereas traditional ranking algorithms tend to suggest Web documents disregarding, for instance, a user’s reading level, improved ranking techniques will favor resources which are neither too easy nor too hard for a particular user’s need. This builds on the assumption that, based on the assessment of the relation between a Web resource and user’s knowledge gain, a ranking algorithm can recommend resources not only fitting into the user’s knowledge state, but also maximizing the user’s knowledge gain and learning efficiency.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has provided an overview of challenges and research approaches towards detecting, understanding and supporting learning throughout Web search. One crucial challenge in this context is the lack of explicit information about users, their learning intent, task or progress throughout an online search session, requiring the utilisation of a wide variety of informal features to derive such information. In particular, supervised machine learning techniques and extensive feature analysis have been deployed as part of previous work, yet works are usually focused on specific learning scenarios, isolated feature sets or single-query scenarios, rather than entire search sessions.

Another major obstacle is the lack of large-scale datasets to facilitate SAL research by providing both diverse features of user interactions and behavior as well as high-quality ground truth data about the involved users, their knowledge state and knowledge gain throughout the captured search sessions.

In addition to summarising research challenges and related works, we have introduced some of our own contributions to the respective tasks. These consist of supervised approaches for detecting learning-related (informational) search sessions, for predicting the knowledge state and gain of online users and the preliminary analysis of experimentally obtained search sessions and the correlation of observed variables with user knowledge. Ongoing and future work will expand on these works, consider more varied feature sets, in particular resource-centric features, and will in particular be concerned with obtaining, providing and analysing search session data collected in more controlled lab environments.
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